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Abstract
Understanding the molecular mechanisms that shape an effective cellular response is a
fundamental question in biology. Biochemical measurements have revealed critical information
about the order of protein-protein interactions along signaling cascades, but lack the resolution to
determine kinetics and localization of interactions on the plasma membrane. Furthermore, the
local membrane environment influences membrane receptor distributions and dynamics, which in
turn influences signal transduction. To measure dynamic protein interactions and elucidate the
consequences of membrane architecture interplay, direct measurements at high spatiotemporal
resolution are needed. In this review, we discuss the biochemical principles regulating membrane
nanodomain formation and protein function, ranging from the lipid nanoenvironment to the
cortical cytoskeleton. We also discuss recent advances in fluorescence microscopy that are making
it possible to quantify protein organization and biochemical events at the nanoscale in the living
cell membrane.

Introduction
In 1972, Singer and Nicholson proposed the Fluid Mosaic model, in which most membrane
constituents diffuse rapidly and randomly about the two-dimensional surface of the lipid bi-
layer (1). However, live cell imaging techniques such as single particle tracking have
provided considerable evidence that many receptors and even lipids are restricted in lateral
mobility. These observations, along with biochemical techniques, established a
compartmentalized view of the plasma membrane, which focuses around three hypotheses
of microdomain organization: lipid rafts (2), protein islands (3) and actin corrals (4). What
remains to be understood is the specific contribution of these microdomains in regulating the
signaling process.

There is mounting evidence for critical roles of the lipid nanoenvironment in regulating
protein interactions. Favored interactions between certain types of lipids lead to their co-
segregation in domains at the cell membrane, which led to the lipid raft theory. However,
recent evidence is demonstrating that membrane organization is more complex than simple
division of raft and non-raft regions. Also, proteins associated with the plasma membrane
often undergo a lipid-based post-translational modification with the addition of an acyl chain
to specific amino acids that can subsequently mediate the interaction of this protein with the
lipids of the plasma membrane. Therefore, to fully characterize protein-protein interactions
and understand the critical roles of lipids and membrane organization in regulating those
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interactions, it is important to study signaling events in living cells at high temporal and
spatial resolution.

Biochemical principles regulating membrane nanodomain formation
The formation of membrane nanodomains originates from lipid-lipid, lipid-protein and
protein-protein based interactions, which implies the existence of a variety of biochemical
principles that allow these interactions to occur at the molecular level. The major structural
lipids in eukaryotic membranes are the glycerophospholipids that share a similar
hydrophobic portion but have different polar headgroups that confer a specific molecular
geometry to each phospholipid thus contributing to the regulation of membrane curvature.
The other class of polar structural lipids is the sphingolipids. They contain two saturated
hydrophobic chains that are longer and narrower than the phospholipids, pack tightly and
confer rigidity to the lipid bilayer. The sphingolipids straight chains and headgroup spacing
favor the intercalation of cholesterol, which further contributes to increasing the lipid
packing density 5). These strong interactions between cholesterol and sphingolipids promote
their co-segregation in domains at the plasma membrane, generally termed ‘rafts’. Lipid
rafts can sequester specific signaling proteins and allow the formation of supra-molecular
signaling complexes (6). Proteins that reside within cellular membranes have molecular
features that allow them to be embedded in the highly hydrophobic milieu of the lipid
membrane. For some membrane spanning proteins, the transmembrane domains typically
consist of α-helices or β-sheets with their hydrophobic amino acid residues interfacing the
hydrocarbon chains of the lipid bilayer. Alternatively, the association of proteins with the
membrane can be mediated by specific co- or post-translational additions of lipid anchors
such as the glycophosphatidylinositol (GPI) anchor, myristic acid tail, palmitic acid tail, etc
(Fig. 1). Furthermore, membrane proteins often bear other non-lipid post-translational
modifications (e.g. glycosylation, S-nitrosylation) that might mediate the interaction with
specific signaling components or scaffold molecules thus contributing to the formation of
functional membrane nanocompartments. The role of these non-lipid modifications in the
organization of membrane nanodomains is still largely unexplored.

Lipid nano-environment
Although the term ‘rafts’ remains controversial, the existence of lipid and protein
nanodomains at the cell membrane is now widely accepted (7, 8). It should be noted that
while liquid ordered domains readily assemble in artificial membranes, their existence in
complex cellular membrane preparations has only recently been observed (9) and direct
detection in intact cells has proven more challenging. However, non-overlapping
nanodomains of the glycosphingolipids GM1 and GM3 as well as spatially distinct
sphingomyelin (SM) rich clusters have been detected (10, 11), highlighting the
compartmentalized nature of the plasma membrane.

In many forms of cell activation, including malignant transformation or pathogen invasion,
the enzyme acid sphingomyelinase (SMase) hydrolyzes SM into ceramide, which is released
within the cell membrane and alters its biophysical characteristics (12, 13). Therefore,
changes in plasma membrane sphingolipid levels are likely to affect the function of
signaling molecular complexes by altering the lipid nano-environment. Extensive atom-scale
simulations of ternary raft mixtures containing cholesterol, sphingomyelin and
phosphatidylcholine have shown nanoscale lateral heterogeneity and lateral pressure profiles
clearly distinct from non-raft mixtures. Changes in lipid content might modify the lateral
pressure profile in turn altering the function of certain classes of membrane proteins (14).
Recent studies demonstrated that a voltage-gated potassium channel and its surrounding
membrane lipids together represent a functional unit since the annular lipids were able to
control the channel conformational switch from activated to resting state (15). Similarly,
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Coskun and colleagues demonstrated that the membrane lipid composition does not alter the
ligand binding properties of the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) but rather
modulates its allosteric structural transition from inactive to a signaling competent dimer
(16).

Another important lipid component of the plasma membrane is cholesterol that is known to
play an essential role in regulating the biophysical properties of membrane proteins and
lipids. By sequestering the downstream effector partners but not the β2-adrenergic receptor
in lipid-ordered domains, cholesterol regulates the nanoscale organization of the receptor
signaling machinery (17). Interestingly, cholesterol has been shown to induce a tilt in
glycolipid headgroups ultimately modulating glycolipid-dependent surface recognition
processes such as presentation of erythrocyte blood groups or sperm activation (18).
Changes in cholesterol content at the cell membrane could therefore modulate glycolipid
conformation by either masking or unveiling specific glycolipid sites, that in turn might
affect interactions with other membrane molecules both in trans and in cis. Cholesterol is a
major contributor to membrane fluidity. It has been shown that cholesterol coalesces with
mobile FcεRI upon synapse formation, but avoids immobilized receptors, suggesting that
membrane constituents are attracted to cholesterol-rich regions due to fluidity (19). Finally,
cholesterol appears to be the glue that mediates raft-based interconnectivity at the nanoscale
that might constitute the basis for large-scale raft coalescence observed upon cell activation
(20).

Lipid rafts of variable biophysical properties and molecular composition have been found in
plasma membrane preparations, indicating that biological membranes have the capacity to
form lipid nanoenvironments of continuously variable size, composition and stability that
represent the basic organizing principle of membrane compartmentalization (21). The
formation of liquid-ordered domains at the plasma membrane rich in cholesterol and
glycosphingolipids represents the dominant theory to explain raft existence (5). However, it
is unlikely that the liquid-ordered domains alone give rise to the great variation in lipid and
protein content exhibited by rafts. Recently, a ‘lipid matrix model’ of raft structure has been
proposed that provides a plausible mechanism to explain how membrane rafts can achieve
such a molecular complexity (22). The lipid matrix model takes into account the putative
role of asymmetric sphingolipids (i.e. sphingolipids bearing N-acyl fatty acid tails of
different length) in raft formation and function and envisages the existence of quasi-
crystalline domains. It has been proposed that the liquid-ordered domains, formed by
symmetric sphingolipids and cholesterol, may function as a matrix for recruiting raft
proteins, including transmembrane proteins that stably reside at the cell membrane and are
connected to the cytoskeleton. In addition, quasi-crystalline domains formed by asymmetric
sphingolipids and phospholipids represent a matrix into which proteins tethered to the raft
via GPI anchors or acyl chains can assemble and cluster. Additional interactions between the
carbohydrate moiety of the glycolipids and the neighboring proteins adds yet another level
of specificity that contributes to raft diversity (22).

Whereas increasing information is available about the lipids in the plasma membrane outer
leaflet, the composition, organization and function of the inner leaflet are less well
addressed. Phosphoinositides (PIPs) are concentrated at the cytosolic surface of membranes
and become reversibly phosphorylated by PI-Kinases. Differentially phosphorylated PIPs
display unique subcellular distribution with preferential localization to subsets of
membranes (23). PIPs contribute to the unique negative charge of the inner leaflet, the
bilayer asymmetry and, importantly, the differential targeting and trafficking of signaling
proteins to the plasma membrane (24, 25). A recent elegant biophysical study by Lasserre et
al. demonstrated the existence of highly dynamic lipid nanodomains in both the outer and
the inner leaflets of the plasma membrane of T lymphocytes and the negative effect of raft
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alteration on the PI3-Kinase pathway (26). It remains to be established how receptors
interacting with classical raft domains at the outer leaflet can signal across the membrane
leaflet to these PIPs-enriched signaling domains.

The notion of lipid nanodomains with different molecular composition and physicochemical
properties represents a clear advancement of our understanding of lipid rafts from undefined,
elusive lipid platforms to fundamental biochemical entities responsible for membrane
compartmentalization specificity.

Biochemical modifications of membrane proteins
The lipid and protein composition of many membrane domains has been extensively
investigated. In spite of this, the underlying biochemical principles that determine how such
a great variety of proteins associate with the plasma membrane and partition into specific
nanodomains are still not entirely understood. To allow their embedding in the hydrophobic
environment of the plasma membrane, proteins need dedicated moieties that can originate
directly from their own amino acid sequence or from co- and post-translational
modifications (Figure 1).

The most common lipid-based modifications found in membrane associated proteins are i)
the addition of GPI anchors; ii) cysteine acylation also known as palmitoylation, iii)
prenylation and myristoylation; and iv) the addition of sterol moieties at the C-terminus (27).
While GPI anchors (28) and palmitoylation (29) are known to mediate protein partitioning
into the tightly packed lipid rafts, prenylation (30) and myristoylation (31) seem to target
proteins to less restrictive non-raft membrane areas. Furthermore, the addition of a GPI
anchor, prenylation and myristoylation are stable co-translational modifications, whereas
palmitoylation is dynamically regulated by enzymes and is therefore reversible (32). A
typical example is the different raft affinity of the Ras protein isoforms that is dictated by
the type of lipid anchor: while the doubly palmitoylated H-Ras strongly reside in lipid rafts,
the prenylated K-Ras does not partition into lipid rafts, despite their significant homology in
amino acid sequence (12, 33). Similarly, differential fatty acylation of membrane proteins
has been shown to play an important role in T cell signaling, where localization and
functional state of key signaling molecules, such as Lck and Fyn, and of co-receptors and
adaptors involved in T cell activation have been shown to be regulated by the presence of
specific lipid chains (34).

In addition to the unique sterol modification of the Hedgehog family proteins reported by
Porter et al in 1996 (35), a novel form of fatty acid acylation has been recently documented
for the lens integral membrane protein Aquaporin-0 (36). Combining direct tissue profiling
by mass spectrometry of lens sections with proteomic analysis, Schey and colleagues
observed that N- and C-terminus of Aquaporin-0 were modified by palmitoylation and
oleoylation, respectively. Oleoylation represents the addition of oleic acid to a lysine residue
via an amide linkage and appears to mediate the localization of Aquaporin-0 into lipid raft
fractions (36). Future investigation may reveal further novel forms of protein modifications
by fatty acid chains that direct membrane targeting and nanodomain partitioning.

A significant number of recent studies have focused on lipid-independent reversible redox
modifications of specific cysteine residues as a new cell signaling mechanism (37). Nitric
oxide produced from L-arginine by nitric oxide synthase enzymes can directly modify
cysteines by covalent attachment resulting in the so-called S-nitrosylation. Important
signaling molecules such as Ras (38, 39), β-catenin (40) and MyD88 (41) as well as a
number of G protein-couple receptors have been found to be regulated by S-nitrosylation.
Both acting on the cysteine residues, S-nitrosylation and palmitoylation are likely to have a
dynamic interplay that could further fine-tune membrane receptor organization and cell
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signaling events. In addition, the nitric oxide has been shown to displace palmitate from
proteins (42). The development of more sensitive techniques to monitor nitrosylation will
most likely reveal novel molecular dynamics controlling the recruitment of proteins to the
plasma membrane and modulating signal transduction (43).

A steadily growing number of studies indicate acetylation of non-histone proteins as another
important lipid-independent post-translational modification that can modulate multiple
cellular processes from gene expression to receptor activity (44). Acetylation is the transfer
of an acetyl group from acetyl-CoA to the e-NH2 group of the side chain of lysine residues
by a lysine acetyltransferase. Predominantly known for its role in the regulation of gene
expression, lysine acetylation is now recognized as an essential player in the regulation of
cell activities such as cytoskeleton organization, cellular transport and protein stability (45).
Interestingly, the involvement of acetylation in the regulation of membrane receptor
function is also emerging. Acetylated tubulin has been shown to specifically interact with
the cytoplasmic domain of the membrane-associated sodium pump NaATPase, which
therefore acts as microtubule-membrane anchorage site. Furthermore, at the plasma
membrane the prolactin receptor has been found to undergo cytoplasmic loop dimerization
that depends on acetylation of multiple lysine sites along the loop and is essential to initiate
the downstream signaling cascade (46).

All these competing reversible posttranslational modifications must be regulated by a
complex interplay among different modifying enzymes and contribute to the dynamic
regulation of nanoscale organization and function of a variety of membrane receptors.
Together with the stable cotranslational alterations, these modifications represent additional
tools used by the cell to fine-tune signal transduction.

Role of glycans in membrane compartmentalization
In eukaryotic cells, glycosylation is a widespread post-translational modification of secreted
and membrane-anchored proteins as well as proteoglycans and glycolipids. Galectins, a
family of galactose-specific animal lectins, bind and cross-link branches of specific N-
glycans present on glycosylated molecules at the cell surface (47). In this way, galectins act
as molecular organizers of the cell surface able to recruit proteins and lipids to
compartments where homo- and heterotypic clustering can occur. This generates the so-
called galectin scaffolds or lattices, the dynamics and composition of which are still
unknown (48).

Recruitment of proteins to galectin lattices has been shown to prevent receptors from
uncontrolled clustering and signaling (49). In fact, biophysical approaches such as FRET
have allowed the visualization of Galectin-3 oligomerization, suggesting that this protein is
indeed able to form small aggregates where certain receptors could be recruited (50). For
example, the interaction of the T cell receptor with galectin-3 has been shown to negatively
regulate T cell receptor response to antigens (51). Conversely, galectin lattice promotes
EGFR signaling by sequestering the receptor away from negative regulatory Caveolin-1
(52). By binding to glycans present on raft associated glycolipids, galectins likely play an
important role in regulating the communication between different types of membrane
nanocompartments. Understanding the cross-talk between galectin lattices, lipid rafts and
other types of membrane compartments in the regulation of receptor signaling represents
one of the future challenges in membrane biology.

Imaging membrane compartmentalization
The biochemical events described above are responsible for dynamic molecular interactions
that determine anchoring and detaching of proteins from scaffolds, the cytoskeleton, or other
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membrane proteins/lipids. This suggests that partitioning of membrane proteins is not a
passive event, rather the restrictions placed on protein diffusion and localization regulate
receptor accessibility to interaction partners, subsequently regulating signaling events.
Therefore, understanding the contributions of microdomains to receptor function is needed
to fully understand how signaling is regulated. Fluorescence imaging techniques (see Table
1) are providing new insights into membrane organization.

The elusive lipid rafts
As discussed above, the lipid nano-environment is considered to have a critical influence on
cellular function. Despite the biochemical evidence for the existence of lipid rafts, the
detection of these small and dynamic structures has been elusive. In 2009, Eggeling et al
used STED-FCS to provide convincing evidence for cholesterol-driven
compartmentalization (53). The sub-diffraction lateral resolution of the STED beam creates
a smaller focal volume for FCS analysis than a traditional confocal beam. This enhanced
resolution made it possible to determine that sphingolipids and GPI-APs are transiently
trapped in cholesterol-dependent nanodomains (<20 nm). Another technique that can
improve resolution of the FCS volume is NSOM. NSOM provides improved axial as well as
lateral resolution, creating an even smaller FCS volume than STED. With this approach,
Manzo et al have also detected heterogeneous behavior of sphingolipid diffusion that is
consistent with compartmentalization (54).

Detection of raft-marker association on the cell surface has also demonstrated the ability of
lipids to organize membrane proteins. Using homo-FRET, several groups have detected
small clusters of the raft-marker GPI-AP (55, 56). Bramshueber et al (57) have examined
GFP-GPI-AP and GM1 (lipid that marks raft domains) organization on living cells using an
adaptation of FRAP to image the domains. They observed nanoscale clustering of these raft
markers into stable platforms that were mobile and cholesterol dependent. NSOM is capable
of directly mapping out the nanoscale organization of the membrane with ~ 100 nm
resolution (8) (see Figure 2). Using NSOM, Van Zanten et al(20) found that cholera toxin-β
(CTxB) binding to GM1 induces coalescence of CTxB-GM1 into nanodomains smaller than
120 nm. As expected, the classical non-raft marker CD71 did not colocalize with CTxB-
GM1 and was randomly distributed. Interestingly, while raftophilic proteins (CD55, LFA-1
and GPI-AP) were found within close proximity to CTxB-GM1, the proteins did not mix,
suggesting a recruitment of purported raft-associated proteins to GM1 that is stabilized by
cholesterol-based interconnectivity. The clustering of proteins measured in these studies was
found to be cholesterol-dependent, confirming cholesterol’s key role in domain formation at
the nanoscale.

Protein Islands
Douglas & Vale first demonstrated diffusional trapping of membrane proteins in discrete
protein-defined microdomains (58). Using two-color imaging, they tracked individual LAT-
GFP or Lck-GFP motion with respect to total CD2-mRFP. LAT and Lck were seen to
diffuse rapidly in the non-CD2 regions, but undergo restricted diffusion upon entering a
CD2-defined area, indicating that membrane proteins can be transiently trapped in
membrane domains. In support of this evidence, electron micrographs of plasma membrane
sheets labeled for signaling molecules revealed that proteins exist in distinct clusters
surrounded by protein-free membrane (3, 59–61). Lillemeier and colleagues (3) termed these
protein-rich regions “protein islands” and found that while all protein islands were enriched
in cholesterol, some islands labeled with raft-markers and others with non-raft markers.
Additionally, the protein islands require actin for stability. Using high speed PALM
(Photoactivatable Localization Microscopy), TCR (T cell receptor) and LAT were shown to
exist in stable yet distinct clusters on resting T cells, confirming in live cells that membrane
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proteins localize to distinct microdomains (62). These observations indicate that membrane
partitioning is more complex than defining raft/non-raft compartments.

Actin-mediated receptor confinement
Single particle tracking studies have implicated membrane proximal actin structures in the
formation of nanometer-sized ‘confinement zones’ that restrict lateral diffusion (4).
Typically, these studies relied on chemical disruption of the actin cytoskeleton to correlate
confinement with actin. In 2008, using two-color TIRF microscopy, the motion of individual
quantum dot (QD)-tagged FcεRI was simultaneously imaged within the landscape of the
membrane proximal GFP-actin bundles (63). This directly showed for the first time that
actin indeed acts as a physical barrier to transmembrane protein diffusion. These
observations defined a larger-scale actin organization than those described by Kusumi and
colleagues (64), revealing a dynamic actin labyrinth with spatiotemporal scales on order of
microns and seconds.

The ultimate question is whether this actin-dependent partitioning is a passive event or
functions to alter protein behavior. Batista and colleagues have implicated actin as well as
actin-binding proteins, ERM (ezrin-radixi-moesin), in regulation of B cell receptor (BCR)
signaling. Using two-color TIRF microscopy, Treanor et al (65) observed that resting BCR
diffusion is restricted by both actin and ezrin structures. Interestingly, they also observed
that BCR can be constrained within actin rich regions, generating a population of receptors
with reduced mobility. The disruption of the actin cytoskeleton induced cellular calcium
response that correlated with increasing BCR diffusion. This work suggests a link between
actin and ERM networks that partition receptors and prevent signaling. The partitioning may
serve to sequester BCR from interactions partners such as active kinases or co-receptors.
Alternatively, the compartmentalization may co-confine BCR with phosphotases that keep
the receptor inactive. More recently, the same group has shown that ERM proteins are
dephosphorylated upon BCR activation, which would alter BCR mobility and facilitate
signaling (66). Together, these results indicate an active interplay between BCR and the
actin network that controls BCR signaling.

Actin compartmentalization may also influence signaling events by increasing protein
interactions. Two-color single QD tracking revealed that actin co-confines receptors,
promoting receptor encounters. In the FcεRI system, actin co-confines resting receptors,
maintaining them in close proximity for extended periods of time, thereby increasing the
local receptor concentration (63). Actin was also shown to modulate FcεRI response to
multivalent ligand binding, since disruption of actin increased the time for receptor
immobilization upon antigen-induced crosslinking (63). A corresponding cytoskeleton
confinement has been observed for the immunoreceptor CD36 on macrophages. Jaqaman et
al showed that CD36 diffusion is constrained in linear channels that are actin and
microtubule dependent (67). Receptor co-confinement in these domains leads to an
increased local density of receptors by ~5-fold and promotes transient interactions between
unliganded receptors.

Measuring protein dynamics and organization
Advancements in fluorescence microscopy techniques (Table 1) have made it possible to
measure protein dynamics, aggregation state, and interactions on the living cell, facilitating
measurements of biochemical parameters in situ. The family of image correlation techniques
can determine average protein mobility, aggregation state and protein-protein interactions
based on ensemble measurements. Imaging techniques that circumvent the diffraction limit,
including NSOM (Figure 2) and localization microscopy, are capable of directly mapping
out the nanoscale organization of the membrane (8, 68). Single molecule imaging, such as
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FRET imaging and multi-color single particle tracking (Figure 3), provides a view of protein
behavior at the molecular-level (69).

Ensemble measurements of protein organization
Classical microscopy techniques continue to provide insight into biological systems. For
example, a recent paper by Itano et al used two-color colocalization to show that the HIV-1
receptor DC-SIGN is organized in microdomains on the cell surface that are heterogeneous
in composition, often mixing with other C-type lectins or clathrin (70). These results support
the previous findings of DC-SIGN localization to microdomains using electron microscopy
or NSOM (71, 72). Itano et al also combined FRAP, line scanning FCS and single QD
tracking to show that DC-SIGN does not exchange readily between microdomains and that
the mobility within the domains is low. Together, these studies demonstrate the power of
integrating data from disparate techniques that cross multiple time and length scales to
create a more complete picture of a protein behavior.

Recently, the family of ICS techniques has grown rapidly with new approaches and analysis
methods. In 2009, the Gratton group demonstrated the ability to detect protein complex
stoichiometry and dynamics of exchange using cross-correlation Number & Brightness and
RICS analysis (73, 74). Nagy et al (75) used N&B to examine the distribution of EGFR on
the plasma membrane. They found that EGFR exists as a monomer at low expression levels,
but forms ligand-independent dimers at higher-levels of expression. Addition of EGF, lead
to almost complete dimerization and the ultimate formation of higher order oligomers that
associated with clathrin structures.

Spatial Intensity Distribution Analysis (SpIDA) has recently been developed by the
Wiseman group. This technique analyzes fluorescence images based on fitting intensity
histograms to determine protein concentration and aggregation (76). Since this analysis does
not depend on spatial correlation, it can extract data from a single image and is not tied to
the assumption that the sample is homogeneous. Swift et al (77) applied SpIDA to
simultaneously monitor EGFR dimerization and internalization (concentration at the
membrane) in response to transactivation via GPCR. They found a differential response
depending on the specific GPCR involved; all GPCR transactivation induced EGFR
dimerization, yet not all of the GPCRs induced rapid EGFR internalization.

Capturing Single Molecule Behavior
The ensemble measurements described above considered the average, steady state
characteristics of proteins but do not address the stochastic nature of receptor encounters,
which can only be appreciated though single molecule observations. Recently, several
groups have reported methods to monitor receptor interactions at the single molecule level
and determine dimerization kinetics. Using the coincidence of Cy3B- and Alexa488-labeled
ligands, Hern et al (78) observed dimer formation and dissociation events as well as repeated
interactions between the GPCR, M1 muscarinic acetylcholine receptor. Their results
indicated that M1 exists in a dynamic equilibrium between monomer and dimer states.
Analysis of the distribution of dimer durations determined an off rate of 1.3 s−1. Kasai et al
(79) have used single molecule imaging to examine dimerization of another GPCR, the
Formyl Peptide Receptor (FPR). In this work, they developed analysis methods to determine
association and dissociation constants from single color data. They found that FPR also
exists in a dynamic equilibrium with unliganded dimer lifetimes of 91 ms and found no
significant change in the presence of ligand.

The previous two studies used organic dyes for labeling the GPCR. Low-Nam et al (80)
have used two-color QD tracking to characterize EGFR dimerization (Figure 3). The use of
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QDs allows for tracking of receptors over longer times without potential artifacts due to
photobleaching. In this study, EGFR was either labeled through ligand (QD-EGF) or with a
non-activating camelid anti-erbB1 antibody fragment (QD-VHH). Since proteins are often
co-confined in diffraction limited domains, correlated motion analysis was used to
distinguish dimerization from colocalization. It was seen that resting receptors (QD-VHH)
did not display correlated motion despite colocalization, while ligand-bound (QD-EGF)
receptors demonstrated strong correlated motion. To quantify the kinetics of dimerization, a
3-state Hidden Markov Model was developed to extract transition rates between free, co-
confined, and dimer states. The introduction of the co-confined state was required to
accurately represent the data, indicating that co-confinement by microdomains plays an
important role in receptor behavior. It was found that 2 ligand-bound receptors form more
stable dimers than resting receptors, linking ligand occupancy to dimer stability.
Furthermore, actin-based confinement was found to promote receptor dimerization (80).

Single molecule techniques have also been developed to examine receptor-ligand
interactions. Huppa et al (81) used single molecule FRET (smFRET) to determine
dissociation rates for the TCR-peptide-MHC complex in the context of the immunological
synapse. When T cells with Cy3-scFv-labeled TCR (donor) were added to a planar lipid
bilayer containing Cy5-peptide bound to MHC (pMHC), TCR-pMHC interactions resulted
in measurable energy transfer between the FRET pair. The duration of the smFRET signal
per interaction was quantified and from this TCR-pMHC dissociation rate (Kd) was
determined. Importantly, the Kd measured in intact cells during synapse formation was
found to be much higher than those determined from in vitro measurements of purified
protein, highlighting the importance of cellular geometry in modulating protein behavior.

Outlook
More than a decade after the ‘discovery’ of lipid rafts (7, 82), membrane
compartmentalization is now a well-recognized general mechanism of regulating receptor
function and signal transduction, and its many facets are becoming increasingly known.
Clearly, cells exploit a variety of biochemical actions to modulate the aggregation of
proteins and lipids at the nano- and micro-scale. Newly emerging post-translational
modifications of membrane proteins are likely to play a yet unknown role in membrane
organization. The interplay among these modifications most likely represents an additional
level of signal transduction regulation.

Understanding of the coupling mechanism(s) between outer and inner domains is still in its
infancy. It remains to be established how the outer and inner lipid layers are organized with
respect to each other, and whether they concertedly contribute to the regulation of
membrane-associated receptor signaling. Trans-membrane proteins as well as cholesterol
could be involved in linking the biochemical information at both sides of the plasma
membrane. Recent developments in the area of artificial lipid membrane preparation have
shown that stable asymmetric giant unilamellar vesicles can be obtained that will be
instrumental for unraveling the molecular mechanisms behind inter-leaflet coupling (83).

At present, increasing evidence suggests that signaling nanodomains are also present in
endosomes, putting forward the concept that endosomes are in fact intracellular signal
transduction stations (84, 85). Interestingly, Albi and coworkers have recently demonstrated
the existence of lipid domains in the cell nucleus and their role in regulating enzymes
involved in vitamin D3 uptake, therefore influencing cell differentiation (86, 87). Although
the nanodomains present in nuclear membranes and endosomes are likely to play important
roles in numerous cellular processes (88), further investigation is needed to fully understand
their properties and clarify their functions.
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The current challenge in the membrane domain field is to understand how a cell integrates
multiple biochemical strategies to induce, maintain or modify membrane compartments to
regulate signal transduction in time and space. While the fluorescence microscopy
techniques described here provide information on protein behavior that would not be
accessible through conventional biochemical techniques, even higher spatiotemporal
resolution will be needed to address this challenge. Enhancements in spatial resolution have
rapidly progressed in the past decade with advancements in super-resolution techniques such
as STED (68), PALM (68) and GSDIM (89). New advances in NSOM tip geometry are
capable of enhancing the local electromagnetic fields to give ~30 nm axial resolution of
protein localization on cell membranes (90). Super-resolution techniques are starting to
close the temporal gap with high frame rate techniques using PALM (91, 92), STED (93)
and Structured Illumination Microscopy (94). To understand the interplay between multiple
proteins and lipids, higher multiplex imaging is needed. Hyperspectral microscopes that
acquire the full emission spectrum of the sample rather than depending on filters (95), make
it possible to increase the number of fluorophores that can be used to simultaneously image
proteins and membrane markers. Many of these improvements depend, not only on
improved instrumentation, but also on the generation of new fluorescent proteins, organic
dyes and fluorescent nanoparticles that will increase multi-color capability and allow for
longer/faster live cell imaging. Lipid labeling remains a specific challenge, but new
strategies are being developed that are bringing new options for imaging of nanodomains
and lipid-protein interactions (96–99). As imaging technologies continue to improve, cell
biologists will be able to answer questions at spatiotemporal scales that were previously
inaccessible. Integration of information from multiple disciplines, such as high resolution
microscopy coupled to readouts of biochemical events, will ultimately provide a more
complete description of how cell signaling is regulated.

Keywords

Plasma
membrane

The outer cell membrane made of a phospholipid bilayer that
separates the cellular contents from the extracellular environment.
Proteins embedded in the plasma membrane regulate responses to
extracellular signals

Signal
transduction

Activation of a membrane protein, by ligand binding or other cues,
initiates a cascade of protein-protein interactions that propagates the
signal to the nucleus and produces a physiological response

Protein
biochemical
modification

The chemical modification of a protein during or after its translation.
This is achieved through the addition of biochemical functional
groups such as lipids, carbohydrates, acetates, phosphates, etc., that
change the chemical nature of certain amino acids and extend the
range of functions of the protein

Membrane
partitioning

The formation of localized compartments on the plasma membrane
due to lipid-lipid, lipid-protein, or protein-protein interactions

Lipid
nanodomains

Favored interactions between certain types of lipids lead to their co-
segregation in domains at the cell membrane

Actin Corrals The restriction of membrane protein or lipid mobility by membrane
proximal actin structure

Protein Islands Diffusional trapping of membrane proteins in discrete protein-rich
microdomains
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Fluorescence
microscopy

Optical imaging with sub-micron resolution using fluorescent-
markers that allows for live cell imaging of dynamic cellular
processes
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Figure 1. Biochemical principles regulating partitioning and nanoscale organization of
membrane proteins
The formation of membrane nanodomains originating from lipid-lipid, lipid-protein and
protein-protein based interactions implies the existence of a variety of biochemical
principles that allow these interactions to occur at the molecular level. Proteins associated
with cellular membranes have molecular determinants that allow them to be embedded in
the highly hydrophobic milieu of the lipid bilayer. Several forms of lipid-based
modifications provide the proteins either permanently or transiently with the right membrane
anchor. Non-lipid modifications further contribute to the fine-tuning of receptor function
and subsequent signal transduction. The same protein can undergo different modifications,
however the regulation and interplay of these modifications are still unknown.
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Figure 2. Mapping the membrane with NSOM
(A) Representative dual color excitation/detection NSOM image of LFA-1 integrin
nanoclusters (red) and GPI-APs (green) at the cell surface of fixed monocytes in the absence
of ligand. (B) The cartoon shows how the distance between the center of mass of a
fluorescent spot and its nearest neighboring spot is calculated. Nearest inter-domain distance
distributions of LFA-1 nanoclusters to its closest GPI-AP (bars) together with simulations of
random spatial distribution of LFA-1 nanoclusters with respect to GPI-APs (red). The inset
corresponds to the difference (i in %) between experimental data and simulations. At shorter
distances (cross-over point in i) both distributions are significantly different with P 0.01.
These results demonstrated that LFA-1 nanoclusters, known to co-cap with large raft
domains, are in fact spatially segregated but proximal to GPI-AP hotspots. Reproduced with
permission from van Zanten et al (108).
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Figure 3. Capturing EGFR dimerization events
Tracking of QD585-EGF-EGFR (green) and QD655-EGF-EGFR (magenta) complexes.
Trajectory over time shows close proximity of the two ligand-bound receptors with
correlated motion. Insets: Stills from the acquired time series show moments of high
colocalization and times when the receptors separate. Top right: Plot of distance between the
two receptors as a function of time demonstrates fluctuations in separation. This is captured
by the 3-state HMM that identifies repeated transitions (orange line) between dimer (D) and
domain confined (C) states. Image courtesy of Shalini Low-Nam and similar to Low-Nam et
al (80).
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Table 1

Fluorescence microscopy techniques for mapping of membrane organization or detecting protein-protein
interactions

Brief
Description

Quantitative
Information

Advantages Limitations

FRAP (70, 100)
Fluorescence
Recovery After
Photobleaching

Fluorophores are
bleached in a
small region and
recovery of signal
is monitored over
time.

• Measures protein
diffusion and
immobile fraction

• Standard on any
confocal
microscope

• Low spatial and
temporal
resolution

• Average protein
diffusion

FRET (81, 101,
102) Förster
Resonance
Energy Transfer

Energy transfer
between donor
and acceptor
labels is
dependent on
distance between
them, typically 1–
10 nm. ET
measured by
changes in donor
intensity or
lifetime.

• Detects
interactions
between two
labeled proteins or
conformational
changes within a
dual-labeled
protein

• Single molecule
FRET can be
achieved at high
speeds (<1s) to
measure binding
events

• Fluorescence
lifetime imaging
(FLIM) is
inherently slow

• Donor/acceptor
stoichiometry is
critical

homoFRET (55,
56, 103)

Energy transfer
between like
fluorophores (i.e.
GFP to GFP),
detected by
changes in
polarization
anisotropy.

• Reports protein
aggregation state

• Single class of
fluorophore
needed

• Overexpession of
GFP-tagged
proteins is required

SPT (63, 65, 67,
100) Single
Particle Tracking

Direct tracking of
individual protein
trajectories.

• Determines
diffusion
coefficients for
each protein
tracked

• Reveals different
modes of motion
(free, restricted,
immobile)

• High spatial (< 50
nm) and temporal
(> 30 Hz)
resolution

• Multi-color SPT
allows for
distinguishing
between multiple
protein species

• Sparse labeling
density required

• Larger photostable
probes (beads,
QDs) have
complications of
multivalency

• Small organic dyes
are quickly
photobleached

FCS (70, 104)
Fluorescence
Correlation
Spectroscopy

Analysis of
intensity
fluctuations
generated as
fluorescently-
tagged proteins
diffuse in and out
of a stationary
focal volume.

• Protein diffusion
coefficients

• Protein
concentration

• Two-color cross-
correlation detects
protein complexes

• Measure diffusion
of cytoplasmic
and/or membrane
proteins

• A single
measurement takes
seconds to minutes
to complete

• Will not detect
immobile proteins

• Sensitive to
membrane
fluctuations

ICS (105, 106)
Image
Correlation
Spectroscopy

Family of
techniques similar
to FCS, but
intensity
fluctuations are
analyzed across an
image or
throughout a time
series.

• Protein number
density and
aggregation state

• Two-color cross-
correlation detects
protein complexes

• Generates a map
of protein

• Can be measured
with standard
confocal or TIRF
microscope

• Faster temporal
resolution can be
reached using the
time differences
inherent in a
confocal image

• Measures average
protein behavior,
subpopulations are
not distinguished
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Brief
Description

Quantitative
Information

Advantages Limitations

behavior across
the cell

due to raster
scanning

STED (53, 93,
107) Stimulated
Emission
Depletion

Gaussian
excitation beam is
overlaid with a
doughnut-shaped
beam that depletes
emission from the
outside ring of the
excitation spot.

• Generates super-
resolution images
(30–100 nm)

• Two-color
imaging is
possible

• Laser scanning
technique with
frame rates on the
order of seconds

• Requires
expensive,
specialized
equipment

• Depletion beam
uses high intensity

NSOM (8) Near-
field Scanning
Optical
Microscopy

A scanned optical
fiber excites and
collects
fluorescence near
fiber tip.

• Mapping of
protein or lipid
distributions (~70
nm)

• Scanning tip also
provides
topography map

• Multi-color
imaging

• Small focal
volume eliminates
cytosolic
background

• Ultimate resolution
requires fixed
samples

• Technically
challenging
technique

• Probe fragility

Single
Fluorophore
Localization
Microscopy (68,
107)

Localization of
individual
molecules with
high precision to
build a high
resolution image.
Variants include
PALM, STORM
and GSDIM.

• Generates super-
resolution images
(10–50 nm)

• sptPALM, live-
cell PALM and
STORM allow for
imaging in live
cells.

• Multi-color
imaging

• Ultimate resolution
requires fixed
samples

• Data acquisition
time can be long
(min to hr)

• Blinking/switching
of organic dyes
requires
deoxygenated
buffers
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